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-develop some ideas
more fully than others,
with reference to specific
and relevant evidence
and appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain a clear and
appropriate focus
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas but
may lack internal
consistency

-use appropriate
language, with some
awareness of audience
and purpose
-occasionally make
effective use of sentence
structure or length

-demonstrate partial
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that do
not hinder
comprehension

-develop ideas clearly
and consistently, with
reference to relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas
through use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-use language that is
fluent and original, with
evident awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
control rhythm and
pacing

-demonstrate control of
the conventions,
exhibiting occasional
errors only when using
sophisticated language

-develop ideas clearly
and fully, making
effective use of a wide
range of relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical and
coherent structure
through skillful use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-are stylistically
sophisticated, using
language that is precise
and engaging, with a
notable sense of voice
and awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
enhance meaning

-demonstrate control of
the conventions with
essentially no errors,
even with sophisticated
language

Development: the
extent to which ideas
are elaborated using
specific and relevant
evidence from the
text(s)

Organization: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
direction, shape, and
coherence

Language Use: the
extent to which the
response reveals an
awareness of audience
and purpose through
effective use of words,
sentence structure,
and sentence variety

Conventions: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
conventional spelling,
punctuation,
paragraphing,
capitalization,
grammar, and usage

-demonstrate emerging
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that
hinder comprehension

-rely on basic
vocabulary, with little
awareness of audience
or purpose
-exhibit some attempt to
vary sentence structure
or length for effect, but
with uneven success

-establish, but fail to
maintain, an appropriate
focus
- exhibit a rudimentary
structure but may
include some
inconsistencies or
irrelevancies

-develop ideas briefly,
using some evidence
from the text
-may rely primarily on
plot summary

-provide a simple
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
suggests some criteria
for analysis
-make superficial
connections between the
criteria and the chosen
texts

3
Responses at this
level:

-demonstrate a lack of
control, exhibiting
frequent errors that make
comprehension difficult

-use language that is
imprecise or unsuitable
for the audience or
purpose
-reveal little awareness
of how to use sentences
to achieve an effect

-lack an appropriate
focus but suggest some
organization, or suggest
a focus but lack
organization

-are incomplete or
largely undeveloped,
hinting at ideas, but
references to the text are
vague, irrelevant,
repetitive, or unjustified

-provide a confused or
incomplete interpretation
of the "critical lens"
-may allude to the
"critical lens" but do not
use it to analyze the
chosen texts

2
Responses at this
level:

• If the student addresses only one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 3.
• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1.
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, incoherent, or blank should be given a 0.
• A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0.

-provide a reasonable
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-make implicit
connections between
criteria and the chosen
texts

-provide a thoughtful
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
a clear and reasoned
analysis of the chosen
texts

-provide an interpretation
of the "critical lens" that
is faithful to the
complexity of the
statement and clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
insightful analysis of the
chosen texts

Meaning: the extent to
which the response
exhibits sound
understanding,
interpretation, and
analysis of the task
and text(s)

4
Responses at this
level:

5
Responses at this
level:

6
Responses at this
level:

QUALITY

SESSION TWO PART B SCORING RUBRIC
READING AND
CRITICAL
ANALYSIS
QUESTION
28 – WRITING
SCORINGFOR
RUBRIC
– CRITICAL
LENS

-are minimal, making
assessment of
conventions unreliable
-may be illegible or not
recognizable as English

-are minimal
-use language that is
incoherent or
inappropriate

-show no focus or
organization

-are minimal, with no
evidence of development

-do not refer to the
"critical lens"
-reflect minimal or no
analysis of the chosen
texts

1
Responses at this
level:
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – A

Anchor Level 6 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis by stating that every human being views the world in a
unique fashion and that while differing views can result in conflicts that remain unresolved, some
conflicting worldviews evolve toward resolution. The response uses the criteria to make insightful
analysis of The Stranger (Camus contrasts Raymond’s passion with Meursault’s passivity clearly in
dialogue, and these two worldviews remain unreconciled) and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
(Twain shows the reader how Huck’s evolved views are still in conflict with those commonly held in
the broader society).
Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific
evidence and appropriate literary elements from both texts to discuss characters who see the world
in different ways. The response discusses Meursault’s character and conflict for The Stranger
(Meursault … is charged with murder; Meursault’s interactions with his friend … show …
Meursault, to be unfeeling; The chaplain tries to get Meursault to turn to religion) and Huck’s
character and conflict for The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Huck, the southern white boy, sees
Jim as inferior; after Huck plays a joke on Jim … his opinion about Jim changes; Huck and Jim
develop a deeper friendship).
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on characters who either remain unaffected by
others’ views and hold tightly to their own or evolve, expanding their views over time. The response
exhibits a logical and coherent structure, moving from the introduction of the critical lens and the
two texts, using contrast to analyze Meursault’s and Huck’s responses to views that conflict with
theirs, to a summary conclusion. Coherence is strengthened through the skillful use of transitions
(Again through dialogue, Through Tom’s series of actions, Unfortunately … Fortunately).
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (Meursault responds with a
very passive, non-descript answer), with a notable sense of voice and awareness of audience and
purpose (In this conversation, the reader can see that the two have very different views). The
response varies structure and length of sentences to enhance meaning (The collision of these often
opposing worldviews impacts each character differently).
Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors, even with sophisticated language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 6 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis by stating that two people rarely have the exact same point
of view in any given situation and that this difference in perception is revealed in literature through
an author’s use of characterization. The response uses the criteria to make insightful analysis of Of
Mice and Men (Steinbeck characterizes workers George and Lennie as two companions who are
very different from one another) and The Crucible (Since each character has different expectations,
each sees the world in a different way).
Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific
evidence to discuss characters’ different realities based on their experience, intelligence, and
expectations (Lenny … is very forgetful and has the mind of a child; George wants to hold a job in
order to survive; Proctor … is content with his wife; Abigail … is a jealous, love-hungry girl). The
response incorporates the literary device of characterization throughout the discussion (However, this
characterization sets the stage for what will ultimately unfold in the plot).
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on how no two people see the world the same
way. The response exhibits a logical and coherent structure, moving from the introduction of the two
texts, to providing information from each text about the characters’ shared experience, their
expectations and the dichotomy between their perceptions, and ending with a conclusion that
refocuses on the critical lens and its relation to one’s world view (Who we are, how we live, and
what we believe about right and wrong determine our perspectives). Transitions are skillfully used
(as opposed to, Whereas, As the men gather).
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (Unfortunately, she is lying
and expects to parlay those lies into a relationship with John Proctor, a married man with whom she
has had an affair), with a notable sense of voice and awareness of audience and purpose
(Experience, intelligence, and expectations temper our world views). The response varies structure
and length of sentences to enhance meaning (He will get to tend rabbits. He will be surrounded by
softness).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (things events;
neck, then; devil gains).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 5 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(everyone emphasizes different aspects of the world as significant, and every person is affected by
his environment in a different way). The response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned
analysis of The Bluest Eye (Claudia views everyone as wrongly trying to imitate the white culture)
and Bartleby the Scrivener (The narrator could not understand his emotionally detached employee,
Bartleby, because his own perspective was too business based).
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence from both
texts to show differences in points of view for The Bluest Eye (Claudia finds herself disgusted with
the society she lives in and Pecola comes to admire white culture so much that she loses her sanity in
order to believe she is white) and for Bartleby the Scrivener (While the lawyer made an effort to help
Bartleby, he could not … because he didn’t understand him).
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens (varying life circumstances, positions in society,
and different upbringings … show how differently the world can be viewed). The response exhibits a
logical sequence of ideas, moving from an interpretation of the critical lens, to an analysis of each
work, with references to literary elements, and concluding with a summation. Transitions are
appropriately used (In contrast, Thus, Similarly).
Uses language that is fluent and original (while others strive to adopt the aspects of white color, she
does not), with evident awareness of audience and purpose (the dominating issue in both works is
that the characters didn’t understand each other’s perception of society). The response varies
structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Bartleby, on the other hand, had
chosen to reject the business world by just giving up).
Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors, even with sophisticated language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 5 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(no two people compared will have the same view of the world, of its past, future, and … present).
The response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of The Great Gatsby (Daisy …
caved into social pressure and married the wealthy Tom Buchanan instead of poor Gatsby) and The
Grapes of Wrath (these experiences … shaped what she would appreciate in life).
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence from both
texts. The response incorporates a discussion of symbolism (Daisy symbolizes the women who were
pressured to be “beautiful little fools” and … marry a rich man and the Joads symbolized those who
put survival and family first) and theme (Fitzgerald emphasizes the fact that many put money first
and love second and the character of Ma … portrayed the theme of endurance) to elaborate the idea
of people having different life experiences.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the idea that nobody sees the world in the
exact same way. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, moving from an interpretation of
the critical lens, to a contrasting analysis of time periods and characters for both works, concluding
that people have very different experiences in life even when comparing eras near each other.
Transitions are appropriately used (Thus, In contrast, as one can see).
Uses language that is fluent and original, with evident awareness of audience and purpose (This idea
is even more prevalent when the people compared are from close yet strikingly different eras). The
response varies structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Ma Joad’s point of
view was very different from Daisy’s; she was displaced, homeless, and had to deal with problems
based on necessities … not excesses of wealth).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (because well it
and So as one can see), grammar (It were), and usage (is shown on how).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 5 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis,
stating that every person holds beliefs and values that are important … personaly. The response uses
the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of Their Eyes Were Watching God and Moby Dick
(The contradiction of values we see between the two characters proves that depending upon your
personality, different aspects of life will be of more or less importance).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response discusses the idea that different factors of
life … hold more or less importance to an individual, depending on what they believe, supporting this
discussion with details about Janie’s character (a passionate and carefree human being which …
reflects her outlook on life) and Ahab’s conflict (Ahab wishes to capture and kill the whale but he
always seems to get away). The discussion of Their Eyes Were Watching God is more general.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the idea that different families and cultures
may stress the importance of things differently based on what they believe. The response exhibits a
logical sequence of ideas, moving from an interpretation of the critical lens, to an analysis of each
work, followed by a comparison of Janie and Captain Ahab as different individuals, ending with a
summary conclusion. Transitions are appropriately used (That being said, When compared side by
side, however).
Uses language that is fluent and original (These behaviors and characteristics of humans can not
only be witnessed in real life but in literature as well), with evident awareness of audience and
purpose (Values are introduced to us at a very young age). The response varies structure and length
of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Rather, this story is about a man named Captain Ahab
who seeks revenge on the monsterous creature that cost him a leg).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (devestation and ship mates),
punctuation (creations so, whale but, Therefore it), and grammar (Being individuals it, near
impossible, an individual … they) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat weaker in
development and conventions.
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Anchor Level 4 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens that establishes the criteria for analysis
(Everyone sees and reacts to things in different ways). The response makes implicit connections
between the criteria and the chosen texts, As I Lay Dying and Of Mice and Men (This can be seen
through its presentation).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses relevant and specific evidence from
Of Mice and Men to characterize George (quick-witted but physically weak) and Lennie (mentally
disabled, but physically strong) and to establish setting (migrent workers on this Depression era
farm). The discussion of As I Lay Dying is less developed, presenting a brief description of several
characters.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that characters view the world and the people
around them differently. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first interpreting and
agreeing with the lens, then for each work presenting characters and their varying perspectives,
ending with a reiteration of the lens as it applies to literature. The abrupt shift to Candy’s viewpoint
and lack of transition to the concluding paragraph weaken internal consistency.
Uses appropriate language, with some awareness of audience and purpose (For George, though, it
would mean freedom from the constant need to protect Lennie and the outside world from one
another). The response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure and length (Lenny
once again accidentally kills, and George decides to kill Lennie to stop him from further suffering).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (clairvoyence and
migrent) and grammar (each … they and each … their).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 4 – B
Quality
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

The response:

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens, stating that people don’t see every thing that
other people see. The response makes implicit connections between the criteria and The House on
Mango Street (Esperanza’s character also may have a different look on life because she is a young
child) and Night (Eli and his family were apart of the holocaust).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant evidence from
The House on Mango Street, incorporating appropriate literary elements of symbolism, setting, and
characterization into the discussion to explain Esperanza’s perspective (the Red baloen …
represents the fact she wants to be free from her family, She lives in a small mexican community,
Esperanza … seems grown up). The discussion of Night is less specifically developed.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that everyone sees something different. The
response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas beginning with an interpretation of the lens, followed
by separate paragraphs presenting Esperanza’s and Eli’s childhood perspectives. Internal
consistency is weakened by the shifting discussion in paragraph 3 and by an abrupt conclusion.
Uses appropriate language that is sometimes inexact (kid and Germany’s lose), with some
awareness of audience and purpose (“The house on Mango Street” … and “Night” … show child
perspectivs). The response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure and length
(Esperanza … seems naive and childlike; however, toward the end of the book she seems grown up
and more resposible than before).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (begining, resposible,
commited), punctuation (perspectivs but, For example the, Esperanza at … book seems),
capitalization (Quote, german, Genocide), and grammar (some … camp and people … their own
life) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 4 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens that establishes the criteria for analysis,
stating that everyone has different ways of thinking. The response makes implicit connections
between the criteria and The Catcher in the Rye (Holden thought that the world was a bad place and
that everyone was fake) and The Bean Trees (Her daughter also gave her a different perspective of
life).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from the texts (he wants to protect his sister from all
the bad things and when she got to arizona she realized how diverse it was). The response relies
primarily on plot summary.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that everyone views and interprets things in
different ways and exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first interpreting the lens, then addressing
two works in support of the quote as interpreted, ending with a summary conclusion. The response
lacks internal consistency by introducing a new idea in the conclusion (it all depends on the type of
person you are and how your brought up).
Uses appropriate language, with some awareness of audience and purpose (In the Novel “catcher in
the rye” Holden had a particular way of viewing life). The response occasionally makes effective
use of sentence structure and length (He has a very negitive way of thinking, but not everyone
interprets life that way).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (reguard and negitive),
punctuation (culture and; think, Taylor; way … ), capitalization (catcher in the rye, in the Novel,
arizona), and grammar (everyone … their and Everyone … you) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat weaker in
development.
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Anchor Level 3 – A
Quality
Meaning

Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

The response:

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (This
quote means that Everyone has different lives therefor Everyone sees things different). The
response makes superficial connections between the criteria and Of Mice and Men (They both have
different views on the world) and The Crucible (John Proctor & his wife have Different views).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from The Crucible (proctor has a choice To confess he
is A witch even though he is not). References to Of Mice and Men are vague (George is negative &
sometimes has negative views on things while Lennie is usuelly positive & has positive views).
Establishes, but fails to maintain, an appropriate focus on the idea that everybody has different
views on the world. The response exhibits a rudimentary structure, presenting an introduction, a
separate paragraph for each text, and a brief conclusion.
Relies on basic vocabulary that is sometimes repetitive (Everyone has different lives, Everyone sees
things different, Everybody has their own view) and imprecise (frequent ampersand use), with little
awareness of audience or purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure
and length for effect, but with uneven success (George knows how hard life can Be & he recognizes
the hardships & lennie is just carefree).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (exactley, therefor, usuelly),
punctuation (said “No, Be &, didnt), capitalization (the Same, mice & Men, the Novel), and
agreement (Everyone … lives and Everybody … their) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 3 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (No two
people are exactly the same, there for everyone looks at things differently). The response makes
superficial connections between the criteria and Tuesdays With Morrie (Mitch … had to sit here and
watch him suffer/slowly die and Morrie … accepted the fact he had ALS) and Night (Everyone in the
concentration camps have a different feeling).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from the texts (He lived a good life with the help of
mitch coming over every tuesday, bringing him food and thousands did die). The response relies
primarily on plot summary of Tuesdays with Morrie, but references to Night are more general (Some
people were hoping to die and others were scared for there life).
Establishes an appropriate focus on how no two people are exactly the same and how everyone looks
at things differently but loses focus in the discussion of Night. The response exhibits a rudimentary
structure, referring to the critical lens in the introduction and conclusion and providing a separate
paragraph for each text.
Relies on basic vocabulary that is sometimes imprecise (an agreeable quote, he couldnt eat anyone,
full people food), with little awareness of audience or purpose (you have a loved one with you and
they you still have to continue fighting). The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence
structure and length for effect, but with uneven success (with everyone having a different outcome on
life and thinking differently).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (there for, dieing,
suspensfull), punctuation (“Tuesday’s with Morrie,” Mitch his fellow graduate had, couldnt),
capitalization (mitch album, tuesday, But), and grammar (In the short story Night … shows how,
Everyone … have, From the stories … can prove) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 3 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis, stating
that everybody in the world has a differnt out look on life and no one is ever the same about how they
feel. The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and Tuesdays with Morrie (He
look at life as if it was his last day) and To Kill a Mockingbird (Jem and Souf have a diffent out look
then Morrie because they view thing from the way the people aroud them do Things).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from Tuesdays with Morrie (he Paints a picture for
Someone when he tells them about his life and Morrie always tell people his Point of view).
References to To Kill a Mockingbird are more vague (One littary element that gose along with this is
setting because of where this took place it makes them have to think and act diffenly).
Establishes an appropriate focus on the idea that each Person looks at life differant. The response
exhibits a rudimentary structure, presenting an introduction, separate paragraphs focusing on the
texts, and a conclusion.
Relies on basic vocabulary that is sometimes imprecise, with little awareness of audience or purpose
(With Jem and Sout they look at thier life in a Posive but negtive kinda way because they No things
can be better but they try not to think abot things like that). The response exhibits some attempt to
vary sentence structure and length for effect, but with uneven success (In the books Tuesday with
Morrie and To Kill a mocking brid show how much this quote is ture).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (stamtement, Postive, lessin),
punctuation (dosnt, better but, setting because), capitalization (mocking, morrie, Iamge), and
grammar (No one … they, He look, view thing) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 2 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis, stating
that people are different. and are rased differnet to have a different world they live in. The response
makes superficial connections between the criteria and Romeo and Juliet (Romeo and Juliet Loved
each other But couldnt be together cause their famlies were differnt for each other) and A Streetcar
Named Desire (stela and her sister are two different people).
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to the texts are vague (their
famlies were differnt, there world were differnet, she was picking on Stela) and irrelevant (Stela
nosed that her sister and a drinking promble).
Establishes an appropriate focus in the conclusion. The response exhibits a rudimentary structure but
is inconsistent, shifting between ideas within and between paragraphs.
Uses language that is imprecise (the for “them,” cause for “because,” use for “used”). The response
reveals little awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (In both of these literature It
showed).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (Shackphare, daser, differnt),
punctuation (Love. Because; didnt; Stelas), and grammar (world were, these literature, rased
differnet) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning and organization.
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Anchor Level 2 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens, stating that every body live in there own way.
The response alludes to the lens but does not use it to analyze Romeo and Juliet or Macbeth.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to Romeo and Juliet are
vague (this love at first site) and irrelevant (This story is about love & tragdy). There is no discussion
of Macbeth.
Suggests a focus (People … live for how they want to) and suggests organization through
paragraphing.
Uses language that is imprecise and unsuitable for the audience and purpose (there for “their,”
Romeo & Juliet & Macbet, Cause for “because”). The response reveals little awareness of how to
use sentences to achieve an effect (Now Romeo & Julit, this a good one).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (every body, Shakspar, Macbet,
quot, tragdy), punctuation (book’s together; Julit, this; to. and), and grammar (what quot trying to
say, every body live, There is many) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 2 – C

Anchor Level 2 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a confused interpretation of the lens, by stating in other words people hate on each other.
The response alludes to the lens but does not use it to analyze “The Lottery” or The Crucible.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to the texts are vague (the
people though you had to kill people for there crops could grow) and unjustified (John couldn’t take
the guilt any more why he choose to be hunged).
Lacks an appropriate focus but suggests some organization, beginning with an interpretation of the
lens followed by several unconnected statements about both texts. There is no conclusion.
Uses language that is imprecise (I strongly accord, though for “thought,” choose for “chose”). The
response reveals little awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (other story … because
abigale had no proplem with lieing and she buried John Proctors afair).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (regaurd, writen, proplem),
punctuation (stated “No, for example the, story “The Crucible”), capitalization (Idea and abigale),
and grammar (hunged) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization

Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (all people
have different outlooks on the world and everyone is different). The response does not use the critical
lens to analyze any texts, offering only a personal response.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response reiterates a personal interpretation of the
critical lens, but with no evidence of textual development.
Lacks an appropriate focus but suggests some organization, presenting a series of loosely related
ideas about people having different view points and the world being viewed in so many ways. The
response offers an unclear conclusion (I’m glad no one views the world the same Because then
everything would be Boring).
Relies on basic vocabulary (all different people, steer clear, half the things). The response exhibits
some attempt to vary sentence structure and length for effect, but with uneven success (in my eyes,
But this is, I agree).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (reguard and troble),
punctuation (eyes the, way I’m, wouldnt), capitalization (people, in, Because), and grammar (is all
different people) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Although the response fits the criteria for Levels 2 and 3, it remains at Level 1 because
the response makes no reference to any text.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides an incomplete interpretation of the critical lens. The response restates and expresses
agreement with the critical lens, but fails to address any texts. There is no analysis.
Is minimal, with no evidence of development.
Suggests a focus on the critical lens (no two people think or view the world the same way) but lacks
organization.
Is minimal.
Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning and organization.
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – A
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – B
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – B
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – B
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – D
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Practice Paper A–Score Level 2

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.

Practice Paper B–Score Level 5

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.

Practice Paper C–Score Level 4

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.

Practice Paper D–Score Level 3

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.

Practice Paper E–Score Level 4

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.

Map to Core Curriculum
The table below shows which core performance indicator or standard and key idea each item is aligned to.
The numbers in the table represent the question numbers of the examination.

Listening

Core Performance
Indicators
4, 7

Reading

11, 17, 21

15, 18, 22

9, 13, 19

10, 12, 14, 16,
20, 23, 24, 25

Writing

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 28
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Standard 1

Standard 2

Standard 3

8

1, 6

2, 3, 5
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The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the January 2012 Regents
Comprehensive Examination in English will be posted on the Department’s web site
at: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/apda/ on Tuesday, January 24, 2012. Conversion charts
provided for previous administrations of the Regents Comprehensive Examination in
English must NOT be used to determine students’ final scores for this administration.

Online Submission of Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department
Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test development
process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State assessments. It contains spaces for
teachers to respond to several specific questions and to make suggestions. Instructions for completing the
evaluation form are as follows:
1. Go to http://www.forms2.nysed.gov/emsc/osa/exameval/reexameval.cfm.
2. Select the test title.
3. Complete the required demographic fields.
4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided.
5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form.
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